"Mapping the emergence of organ identities in time & space”
Abstract: In this talk we will present approaches to infer trajectories from single-cell data. We present Palantir, an algorithm that infers
trajectories of differentiating cells by treating cell fate as a probabilistic process and leverages entropy to measure cell plasticity along the
trajectory. Palantir generates a high-resolution pseudo-time ordering of cells and, for each cell state, assigns a probability of differentiating
into each terminal state. We apply our algorithm to mouse embryo endoderm populations until midgestation. We characterize the
transcriptional architecture that accompanies the emergence of the first (primitive or extra-embryonic) endodermal population and its
sister pluripotent (embryonic) epiblast lineage. We uncover a relationship between descendants of these two lineages, in which epiblast
cells differentiate into endoderm at two distinct time points-before and during gastrulation. Trajectories of endoderm cells were mapped
as they acquired embryonic versus extra-embryonic fates and as they spatially converged within the nascent gut endoderm, which
revealed these cells to be globally similar but retain aspects of their lineage history. We also present ATAC-velocity and demonstrate that
incorporating ATAC-seq can both direct trajectories in the correct direction and also highlight the underlying regulators of this process.
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